"Most of us will go out of our way
to buy organic food. a hybrid vehicle.
or solar energy, but few people know
about the importance of sustainable
jewelry. The social and environmental
impacts of metal and gem mining are
enormous," says Haupt.
The 2006 film Blood Diamond
starring Leonardo DiCaprio has been
largely responsible for educating the
public about the social implications
of gemstone mining, particularly in
Africa. The film depicted the large
role that mining companies and
jewelry traders were playing in
sustaining the bloodshed and
conflicts in Sierra Leone, Angola, and
the Democratic Republic of the
Congo. The film has spawned a
marketing gimmick: Since its debut.
almost every major jeweler now sells
diamonds labeled as "conflict-free."
But Haupt says, "It's not verified in
most cases. There is no proof."
"The movie Blood Diamond helped
to raise awareness of a single aspect
of the problems of the jewelry
business-diamonds that are sold to
fund armed conflict and illegitimate
regimes. But the movie doesn't talk
about a multitude of other problemsdestruction of habitat, pollution of air
and water systems, and the way
women and children are treated in
the mine business," says Haupt.
Haupt points to the social costs of
gem mining in countries like Cambo·
dia and Brazil, where mining commu·
nities survive at or below the poverty
threshold. Because the miners export
the rough, uncut gemstones they
mine to other countries for cutting
and polishing, their communities
receive little compensation for their
role in the high·dollar gem business.
Despite possessing high·value
commodities, many mining communi·
ties rarely develop beyond the
subsistence level.
"From the time it leaves the
ground to the time it reaches the
market. a diamond increases in value
every step of the way. The processes
of cutting and polishing are very
important, because they greatly
increase the value of a rough gem
from the mine. By the time it gets to
market, a diamond may be worth
$5,000. But the person who mined
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the stone in his backyard usually gets
pennies for it," says Haupt.
The environmental toll from
gemstone and metals mining is readily
apparent. In the United States, the
world's largest open pit mine is found
in Bingham Canyon, Utah. Producing
copper, gold, silver, and molybdenum,
the mine measures one mire deep and
two·and·a·half miles across. This
massive scar on the landscape-a vast
hole in the ground-is easily visible
from outer space. In Papua, New
Guinea, a single gold mine generates
200.000 tons of waste per day, more
than all of the cities in Japan, Canada,
and Australia combined.
Fortunately, jewelry buyers can
make responsible choices. Purchasing
"ethically sourced" gemstones and
responsibly mined or recycled metals
makes it possible to wear jewelry you
can feel good about.
Ethically sourced gems are those
that are mined from the earth in a
minimally invasive manner, and which
can be traced through all stages of
their lifetime-from their origins in the
ground to cutting, polishing, and the
market where they are finally sold.
Unfortunately, there is no univer·
sally accepted standard for trace·
ability of gemstones. fn 2003, an
international diamond certification
scheme known as the Kimberley
Process was initiated in South Africa.
with the intent of allowing only
"conflict-free" diamonds to be
internationally traded. Without any
enforcement besides self-regulation,
the process has been only marginally
effective. According to the Conflict·
Free Diamond Council, to be truly
"conflict-free:· a diamond must be
mined, cut, and polished in the same
reqion without crossinq any national
borders: it must be laser-engraved
with a serial number, then scanned
and recorded in a confidential.
centralized database: and it must
pass through a stringent monitoring
system in its travels from the mine to
the diamond factory. Additionally, all
facilities where the diamond is mined,
cut. and polished must adhere to
global labor laws. ensuring that a fair
v,age is paid to all v,orkers.
Because stones change hands so
many times in their travels from the

mine to the market. their life story
can be very difficult to trace. Some
diamond retailers attempt to skirt
this problem by purchasing diamonds
only from Canada, stating that
Canadian diamonds are free of the
ethical concerns related to African
diamonds. Canada is now the
third·largest diamond·producing
nation in the world. Still. there are
serious threats posed by Canadian
diamond exploration and mining.
"Consumers have gravitated
toward Canadian diamonds because
they think they are automatically
conflict-free," says Haupt. "That
might be true, but if you are sending
(the diamonds) to Africa and India
for cutting and polishing, you don't
know wnat is going on there. Plus.

in Canada there is a lot of concern
about the indigenous people who
have been marginalized in the
process of bringing in diamond
mining on their native lands."
Another source of ethically

sourced gems are those that are
grown in a laboratory. Lab·gro\vn
gems include sapphires. rubies.

emeralds. alexandrites. and diamonds
that are manufactured through a
scientific process that replicates
nature. These are not "imitation"

baubles, like cubic zirconia, but actual
gemstones that are identical to, and

sometimes more perfect than, their
mined counterparts.
"There are only about a half-dozen
diamond labs in the world. You
won't save money by buying lab·
grown, but you can be certain that

these diamonds are conflict-free
and environmentally responsible,"
says Haupt.
Grassroots organizations are
taking a stand for raising the
standards of the jewelry industry.
Groups such as No Dirty Gold,
Earthwatch, the Conflict Free
Diamond Council, and Clobal Witness
have done much to publicize the
proolems related to metals and
gemstone mining and processing. To
read more about the complicated
issues surrounding gold and gem·
stone mining, visit nodirty9otd.or9,
conflictfreediamonds.org,

earthworksactlon.org,
or 9/obalwitness.org. •
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